Gibson ripper bass

The Gibson Thunderbird is an electric bass guitar made by Gibson and Epiphone. The Gibson
Thunderbird was introduced in The Thunderbird was designed by U. Dietrich Chrysler, Lincoln,
Checker [1] along with the Firebird guitar, which it resembles in design, construction, and name.
The Thunderbird bass, like the Rickenbacker series and the Firebird guitar designed
concurrently, had neck-through construction: the neck wood runs the entire length of the body,
with the rest of the body glued into place, although some cheaper Epiphone models feature a
more conventional bolt-on neck construction. There were originally two Thunderbird models,
the Thunderbird II one pickup and Thunderbird IV two pickups The Thunderbird generally
features bass humbuckers, colloquially referred to as "soapbars" due to their oblong shape. In ,
Gibson changed the Thunderbird's design and construction. The original Thunderbirds and
Firebirds had a "reverse" body, with the treble horn extended and the bass horn recessed. Due
to a lawsuit brought by Fender because of the resemblance to the Fender Jazzmaster , the body
styles were modified, with the result being called the "non-reverse" body. The non-reverse
Thunderbird was continued until , when the Thunderbird was discontinued. Though fewer
non-reverse Thunderbirds were shipped, the original reverse-body instruments retain a higher
collector's value. Gibson started producing the non-reverse Thunderbirds again for the public in
late The Thunderbird IV was reissued in as a bicentennial edition. This reissue featured the
original body shape and neck-through construction but unlike the previous issues, the
bicentennial edition included the new "3-point" bridge and a red, white, and blue thunderbird
logo. The bass was offered in tobacco burst, ebony, white, or natural finish. After the
bicentennial, the Thunderbird was continued as a regular production model until , when it was
discontinued once again. The Thunderbird IV was re-introduced to the Gibson line in and was in
regular production until The most recent official Thunderbirds produced by Gibson Guitar
Corporation: Most, if not all, of the following links are broken. Gibson and Epiphone revamped
their sites, hiding or deleting information on non-current models and moving the rest of the
pages to new URLs. The fretboard is inlaid with red acrylic "X"s at the third, fifth, seventh and
12th frets. The Gibson Thunderbird Studio models which were also available as five-string
versions have mahogany necks set into mahogany bodies. This model was discontinued in
Thunderbird Short Scale Bass, The Epiphone Thunderbird IV, a budget alternative to the Gibson
models, has a maple bolt-on construction onto a mahogany body, and is finished in Vintage
Sunburst and Ebony. However, it has a mahogany body, a Celtic Cross symbol on the
pickguard, and is finished in a 'Pitch Black' non-gloss flat finish. However, in addition to the
mahogany body, it has a slim profile mahogany neck, the fretboard is inlaid with white Iron
Cross fret markers, the Thunderbird logo is overlaid on an Iron Cross for the symbol on the
pickguard. This model is currently no longer produced. The Epiphone Special Run
Thunderbird-IV Limited Edition Silverburst is also an Epiphone alternative to the Gibson model
with a Maple neck and Rosewood fretboard bolted onto a Mahogany body as opposed to the
standard Epiphone Alder body which gives it a much closer tonality to the Gibson
Thunderbirds, which use Mahogany as a major wood in the construction of the bass. Chrome
hardware is used tuners, pickup covers, bridge, and screws as opposed to the standard
Epiphone black hardware, differently-shaped pickups compared to the Epiphone and Gibson
Thunderbirds much closer to the "classic" pickups of the s and s and a special "Silverburst"
finish. It also has a seven-piece neck, a neck-through construction, Epiphone T-Pro pickups and
active electronics. The Gibson Thunderbird Non-Reverse announced during features a choice of
Vintage Sunburst or Pelham Blue finish, both in high-gloss nitrocellulose lacquer. The
Thunderbird bass has very high output pickups, which despite being passive produce a
stronger signal than many active basses. He bought several Thunderbird basses after the model
was discontinued and gutted them. He then had several bodies cut to the original shape,
attached Fender Precision Bass necks to them, and installed the salvaged hardware. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please
help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. Main article: List of Gibson players. Retrieved Gibson Guitar
Corporation. Les Paul bass Thunderbird. Epiphone Kramer Steinberger. Category Commons.
Categories : Gibson electric bass guitars musical instruments. Hidden categories: Articles
needing additional references from July All articles needing additional references Webarchive
template wayback links All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced
statements from February Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to
edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Wikimedia Commons. Current Les Paul bass Thunderbird. Gibson Brands, Inc. Orville Gibson
started making instruments in and founded the company in as the Gibson Mandolin-Guitar Mfg.
By the s, the company was also making flattop acoustic guitars, as well as one of the first
commercially available hollow-body electric guitars , used and popularized by Charlie Christian.

Gibson was owned by Norlin Corporation from to In , the company was acquired by a group led
by Henry Juszkiewicz and David H. In November , the company was acquired by a group of
investors led by private equity firm Kohlberg Kravis Roberts. Gibson sells guitars under a
variety of brand names [7] and builds one of the world's best-known guitars, the Gibson Les
Paul. Gibson was at the forefront of innovation in acoustic guitars, especially in the big band
era of the s; the Gibson Super was widely imitated. In , Gibson introduced its first solid-body
electric guitar, the Les Paul , which became its most popular guitar to dateâ€” designed by a
team led by Ted McCarty. On May 1, , the company filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection,
[8] and announced a restructuring plan to return to profitability by closing down unprofitable
consumer electronics divisions such as Gibson Innovations. Orville Gibson patented a
single-piece mandolin design in that was more durable than other mandolins and could be
manufactured in volume. In , the Gibson Mandolin-Guitar Mfg. Initially, the company produced
only Orville Gibson's original designs. The following year, the company hired designer Lloyd
Loar to create newer instruments. During World War II , instrument manufacturing at Gibson
slowed due to shortages of wood and metal, and Gibson began manufacturing wood and metal
parts for the military. Between â€”, Gibson employed women to manufacture guitars. Gibson
folklore has also claimed its guitars were made by "seasoned craftsmen" who were "too old for
war. In Gibson was purchased by Chicago Musical Instruments. The ES was introduced in
Gibson hired Ted McCarty in , who became President in He led an expansion of the guitar line
with new guitars such as the "Les Paul" guitar introduced in , endorsed by Les Paul , a popular
musician in the s. The guitar was offered in Custom, Standard, Special, and Junior models. In
the mids, the Thinline series was produced, which included a line of thinner guitars like the
Byrdland. Later, a shorter neck was added. Similar in size to the hollow-body Thinlines, the ES
family had a solid center, giving the string tone a longer sustain. In the s, Gibson also produced
the Tune-o-matic bridge system and its version of the humbucking pickup, the PAF "Patent
Applied For" , first released in and still sought after for its sound. In , Gibson produced two new
designs: the eccentrically shaped Explorer and Flying V. These "modernistic" guitars did not
sell initially. It was only in the late s and early 70s when the two guitars were reintroduced to the
market that they sold well. The Firebird , in the early 60s, was a reprise of the modernistic idea,
though less extreme. In the late 50s, McCarty knew that Gibson was seen as a traditional
company and began an effort to create more modern guitars. In the body design of the Les Paul
was changed due to the demand for a double-cutaway body design. The original Les Paul
design returned to the Gibson catalog in This began an era characterized by corporate
mismanagement and decreasing product quality. Between and , production of Gibson guitars
was shifted from Kalamazoo to Nashville, Tennessee. The Kalamazoo plant kept going for a few
years as a custom-instrument shop, but was closed in ; several Gibson employees led by plant
manager Jim Duerloo established Heritage Guitars in the old factory, building versions of
classic Gibson designs. The company was within three months of going out of business before
it was bought by Henry E. Juszkiewicz, David H. Berryman, and Gary A. Zebrowski in January
The Memphis facility is used for semi-hollow and custom shop instruments, while the Bozeman
facility is dedicated to acoustic instruments. Gibson purchased Garrison Guitars in Gibson then
formed a new division, Gibson Pro Audio, which will deliver professional grade audio items,
including headphones, loudspeakers and DJ equipment. Gibson announced a partnership with
the Japanese-based Onkyo Corporation in Onkyo, known for audio equipment and home theater
systems, became part of the Gibson Pro-Audio division. In , Gibson acquired the Woox
consumer electronics brand from Royal Philips. In October , Gibson announced plans to
relocate its Memphis operations to a smaller location and plans to sell the Memphis property.
Gibson opened its Memphis facility 18 years before, which occupies just a portion of a massive
, square foot complex. According to the Memphis Daily News , Gibson plans to search for a new
facility for its Memphis operations and will stay in the current spot for the next 18 to 24 months.
Since its opening, the Gibson Memphis shop has mostly focused on building hollow and
semi-hollowbody guitars, such as the famed ES series. Presumably, this shuffling of assets is
meant to address Gibson's well-publicized financial troubles. On May 1, , the company filed for
Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection. As part of its debt restructuring, the company closed and
liquidated the unprofitable Gibson Innovations division, which was focused on selling audio
equipment outside of the U. Gibson and Epiphone branded guitar production was not
interrupted by the bankruptcy. On September 6, , the company announced that a global
settlement has been reached with respect to the company's reorganization plan upon
emergence from Chapter Under the plan, the company would focus on its core musical
instruments business with "essentially no debt. The appointments were effective November 1,
The lawsuit was settled out of court, and Ibanez replaced the headstock with a revised design.
Gibson did not prevail. The lawsuit against PRS was initially successful. In November

authorities found illegally imported ebony wood from Madagascar. The United States
Department of Justice found emails from and in which Gibson employees discussed the "gray
market" nature of the ebony wood available from a German wood dealerâ€”who obtained it from
a supplier in Madagascarâ€”as well as plans to obtain the wood. It filed a civil proceeding in
June , [37] [40] [41] the first such case under the amended Lacey Act , which requires importing
companies to purchase legally harvested wood and follow the environmental laws of the
producing countries regardless of corruption or lack of enforcement. Gibson also forfeited the
wood seized in the raids, which was valued at roughly the same amount as the settlement.
Gibson reclaimed some wood stock that was confiscated during the raids, [47] and produced a
new series of guitar marketed to draw attention to the raids and seizures. In the midst of the
controversy, conservative commentators alleged that the raid was a politically motivated act of
retaliation by the Obama administration , as Juszkiewicz had frequently donated to Republican
politicians. Though Martin featured several guitars in its catalog made with the same Indian
wood as Gibson, but with correct documentation filed, the company was not subjected to a raid.
Gary Klausner. Gibson also owns and makes instruments under brands such as Epiphone , [57]
Kramer , [58] Maestro , [59] Steinberger , [60] and Tobias , [61] along with the ownership of
historical brands such as Kalamazoo , [62] [63] Dobro , [7] Slingerland , [64] Valley Arts , [64]
and Baldwin [7] including Chickering , [64] Hamilton, [64] and Wurlitzer [7] [64]. Gibson makes
authorized copies of its most successful guitar designs. They are less expensive than those
bearing the Gibson name. In Japan, Orville by Gibson once made Gibson designs sold in that
country. In , Gibson introduced the serial numbering system in use until As of , the company
used seven six since serial number systems, [67] [ clarification needed ] making it difficult to
identify guitars by their serial number alone. The Gibson website provides a book to help with
serial number deciphering. In , Gibson introduced a nine-digit serial number system replacing
the eight-digit system used since , but the sixth digit now represents a batch number. The
Gibson "self-tuning guitar", also known as a "robot model", an option on some newer Les Paul,
SG, Flying V and Explorer instruments, tunes itself in about two seconds using robotics
technology developed by Tronical GmbH. The guitars were finished in "government grey" and
also featured decorations which intended to draw attention to the issue of government. A year
later in , Gibson released the Government Series II [73] of guitars, which were essentially the
same as the first series, only finished in a new color: "government tan". In , Gibson acquired the
iconic electric guitar amplifier brand, Mesa Boogie. All Gibson-brand guitars are currently made
at three facilities, depending on the type of guitar. The Nashville and Bozeman facilities are
off-limits to visitors. All Gibson instruments are made in USA. Below are some of the facilities
used to produce Gibson instruments, along with years of their operation:. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. American guitar manufacturer. This article is about the guitar company. For
other uses, see Gibson disambiguation. Nashville, Tennessee. United States. Orville Gibson ,
founder. Gibson line of Mandolin orchestra instruments, early s. Harp guitar c. ES electric guitar
Les Paul Custom. Les Paul Standard. Les Paul Junior. Gibson left Kalamazoo in , their previous
factory became Heritage Guitars. Gibson Showcase at Nashville. Further information: Gibson
Guitar Corporation product list. Gibson Corporate Press Kit. Gibson Guitar Corp. Archived from
the original on 29 April Retrieved 20 May Retrieved 6 January Archived from the original on
Retrieved BBC News. Gibson, â€”". Feminist Times. The New York Times. Retrieved 8 October
Archived from the original on 7 November Nashville Business Journal. Retrieved 2 May PR
Newswire. Retrieved 25 September Nashville Tennessean. Retrieved 25 October Premier Guitar.
Archived from the original on November 3, Archived PDF from the original on Paul Reed Smith
Guitars, L. Archived at the Wayback Machine , F. The Tennessean. Archived from the original on
26 August Retrieved 26 August Archived from the original on 10 July Archived from the original
on 12 September Retrieved 1 September Archived from the original on 13 September Archived
from the original on 2 April Home Furnishings Business. Retrieved 10 July Archived from the
original on 23 August Retrieved 23 August Archived from the original on 8 January August 7,
The Christian Science Monitor. Archived from the original on 24 November Retrieved November
24, Archived from the original on 7 August Retrieved 6 August Gibson Guitar Corporation.
August 6, The Washington Times. Archived from the original on 28 June Retrieved 27 April Los
Angeles Times. Archived from the original on 21 August Investors' Business Daily. May 23,
Retrieved July 14, According to C. Martin's catalog, several of their guitars contain 'East Indian
Rosewood,' which is the exact same wood in at least 10 of Gibson's guitars. So why were they
not raided and their inventory of foreign wood seized? Grossly underreported at the time was
the fact that Gibson's chief executive, Henry Juszkiewicz, contributed to Republican politicians
CEO, is a long-time Democratic supporter. Guitar News Daily, November 25, Archived from the
original on February 2, Retrieved February 1, PC Magazine, November 27, Archived from the
original on February 3, Retrieved February 2, Premier Guitar, December 22, Archived from the

original on April 27, Financial Post, December 23, TechCrunch, December 28, ToyNews, January
7, The History and Development of the American Guitar. Bold Strummer. Also during the mid to
late thirties, Gibson produced a range of cello and flat top instruments under the Kalamazoo
name and at inexpensive prices. January 2, Archived from the original on November 30,
Retrieved February 4, Retrieved 10 May Sixth Edition: Gibson Serialization. Edited by S. Seattle
Times. The Associated Press. Archived from the original on December 5, Archived from the
original on 26 September Archived from the original PDF on August 21, Retrieved March 24,
Blue Book Publications, Inc. Archived from the original PDF on February 7, Retrieved January 2,
Achard, Ken Bacon, Tony San Francisco: Backbeat Books. Milwaukee, WI: Backbeat Books.
Montclair: Backbeat Books. Bellson, Julius The Gibson Story. Bonds, Ray The Illustrated
Directory of Guitars. New York: Barnes and Noble. Carter, Walter Gibson Guitars: Years of an
American Icon. Los Angeles: General Publishing Group. Backbeat Books: New York. The
Ultimate Gibson Guitar Book. New York: Metro Books. Duchossoir, A. Gibson Electrics: The
Classic Years. Milwaukee, WI: Hal Leonard. Gibson Electric Steel Guitars: Fjestad, Zachary R.
Gibson Flying V. Fox, Paul The Other Brands of Gibson. Gruhn, George ; Carter, Walter Gruhn,
George ; Carter, Walter a. New York: Backbeat Books. Gruhn, George ; Carter, Walter b.
Hembree, George Ingram, Adrian Anaheim, CA: Centerstream Pub. The Gibson Its History and
its Players. Marx, Wallace Gibson Amplifiers Spann, Joe Spann's Guide to Gibson: Thomas,
John Wheeler, Tom American Guitars: An Illustrated History rev. New York: HarperPerennial.
Les Paul bass Thunderbird. Epiphone Kramer Steinberger. Category Commons. Guitar brands
and manufacturers. Antoria Aria B. Gibson Martin. Major corporations headquartered in the
Nashville metropolitan area. Categories : Gibson Guitar Corporation Banjo manufacturing
companies Guitar manufacturing companies of the United States Bass guitar manufacturing
companies Guitar amplifier manufacturers American companies established in Manufacturing
companies established in establishments in Michigan Companies based in Kalamazoo,
Michigan Manufacturing companies based in Michigan in music Companies that filed for
Chapter 11 bankruptcy in Manufacturing companies based in Nashville, Tennessee Mandolin
makers. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community
portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons
Wikivoyage. Gibson Guitar Factory in Memphis, pictured in May Musical instruments. Orville
Gibson. Nashville, Tennessee , United States. Current: electric and acoustic guitars, basses ,
strings. This was the "business location" of "O. Gibson, Manufacturer, Musical Instruments.
This was Orville Gibson's residence, and he built instruments on the 2nd floor of this location.
Located quite close to the previous location, in Kalamazoo's business district. Located about.
The building was next to the Michigan Central Railroad, and stood for many decades, until it
came down in the late 20th century. Also located next to railroad tracks, this facility had major
expansions in , , and During the depression of the s, children's toys were produced there, and
during WW2 it produced materials to support the war effort in addition to producing guitars.
Most of this move happened in , leaving only acoustic and some semi-acoustic production for
this plant. Located six blocks south of Parsons St. Located on the east side of Kalamazoo,
according to Julius Bellson's book, this 60, sq. This is Gibson's facility for production of their
main solid body models, such as the Les Paul and the SG. This is Gibson's facility for
production of their semi-hollowbody electric guitars. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Gibson Guitar Corporation. Current Les Paul bass Thunderbird. Gibson guitars have always
been desireable; a true testament to the skill of the guitar builders at perhaps the worlds
best-regarded guitar company. From their simplest entry-level solid bodies to the inordinately
expensive custom-built jazz guitars, all of Gibson's output has been created in America, yet
loved world-wide. Vintage Guitar magazine placed nine Gibson guitars in their 'top 25 most
valuable guitar' list. Gibson's golden period was between the late s and mid s, these are
outstanding instruments, but generally any guitar built at the legendary Kalamazoo plant,
especially during the CMI-period pre will be very well-made indeed. This is not to say all of their
guitars are equal however, and the price difference between two vintage Les Paul guitars could
be tens, or even hundreds of thousands of dollars. Later Nashville-produced instruments are
the least desireable vintage Gibsons, but as long as the Gibson name is present, it will still be a
quality guitar. Models to look out for: Just about anything prooduced before , including but by
no means limited to.. Toggle navigation. Vintage guitars for sale: Gibson. The headstock has
broken off. All of the electronics work perfectly. We are unsure of the exact year, but date this
somewhere around the 's The photos depict the exact condition of the guitar. Please message
us with any questions that you may have before bidding. EAM 02 23 Specs Shipping One Tone,
one Volume. The 'one' letters are still visible on the top of the Tone knob. Letters are completely
worn off the top of the Volume knob. Condition is VERY used, as you can plainly see. There is
paint loss and lots of verdigris. Numbers are still perfectly legible. Please look at pictures

carefully and bid accordingly. I'll be posting lots of s and s Gibson and Fender guitar parts, so
check my other listings. Thanks for looking Condition is Used. W stamped on the inside of the
neck heel. From my research indicates year of manufacture to be Just back from our Luthier for
fresh strings, set up and a clean bill of health. This one was well played and exhibits finish wear
and cracking but is structurally sound. Recent repairs include new buttons, replaced the saddle,
new bridge plate. The back was removed and all internal bracing was replaced on the top and
bottom. Complete with original case and hangtag! Was obtained from the original owner! This
Gibson SG Standard in excellent condition and perfect working order. This SG is completely
stock with original electronics, hardware, and case. These are super hard to find when you need
a set for a restoration. Each contain the thin fiberboard insulation piece. I just neglected to take
a picture with them shown. Or ten bucks each if you want to look at it that The power cord has
dry rotted and cracked, so the amp has not been tested. We did, however, test the tubes with a
vintage tube tester and all appear to be working. The 6SL7 phase inverter tube is absent. The
terminals have a little vintage solder and wire on them. This is what is for sale. It is an
unserialized Gibson TD It has been routed and an extra P pickup added as well as a 4-ply black
plastic pick guard cut to appear stock. The finish is tobacco sunburst and it is lightly and
attractively checked on the top and the Straight, fast neck. Original electronics function
properly. Small dent on the side of the low-e headstock scallop, as shown in the photo. There
are also rough scratches on the bottom of this instrument on both the front and the back, as
well as light "use" scratches all over. If you are buying this item to play you will love it. If you
are buying as a collector of pristine un-played instruments you will not love it Condition is
"Used ". Please see Pictures. This barney kessel gibson is the nicest one on planet earth. The
pick guard disintegrated?? Payment due in full at time of purchase. Shipping carrier can be
changed at anytime Will only ship to Germany, One owner guitar owner recently passed ,
purchased in the U S. Pacific from - so it predates The serial number is xxx which is stamped
faintly on the back of the headstock and almost impossible to photograph. Serial is consistent
with a Player Grade. Semi-Hollowbody ES series Gibson. Iced Tea Burst color. Original Jack
was replaced with a Stratocaster style jack. Original brass nut was replaced with a Tusq Nut.
Aside from that these are the only modifications the original owner made to the instrument.
Everything else is original. Gibson Tuners hold tune perfectly. Original Gibson pickups and
electronics sound great. Very little play time on this classic Les Paul Standard model. If looks
can and do inspire the ability to play than this one has the power to inspire for sure. I hope that
the future owner respects the condition of this 35 year old Gibson guitar. Thanks for all of our
onlookers today and good luck to our bidders. Owning this piece is similar to winning the Super
Lotto when it?? For auction is a Gibson Heritage Custom Acoustic guitar with an end pin jack
and interior jack for a sound hole pickup The Custom series has Solid Indian Rosewood back
and sidesSolid spruce topMahogany neckEbony finger board and bridge The Gibson website
description is " Gibson launched the Heritage series in the mid-'60s as a lower-end dreadnought
option. In the early '70s, the Heritage Custom was added to the line which included an ebony
fingerboard with block inlays, solid Rosewood To see this clearer click on the big photo:This
will be your most favorite Les Paul book you will ever own. Almost impossible to find. All from
Julien's Auction of his Estate We will seriously miss this book also check out our site! From the
seventies. Pitting and flaking of gold finish. NOTE: 6th string saddle has been replaced and
remains un-notched Guitar never left my room other then to get setup. Plays well. You are
bidding a set of vintage tuning pegs from an Gibson SG. The condition is good and shows great
wear from aging They are made by Kluson Included are the 6 tuners, screws, and 6 peg mounts
Thanks for looking and please let me know if you have any questions The pickups are in good
condition and worked before taken off the guitar body about 2 years ago Included are the
pickups and the orginal nickel pickup covers, casing, screws and original springs Each pickup
has a patent number sticker Thanks for looking and please let me know if you have any
questions Thanks for looking at this Gibson TG-1 tenor 4-string acoustic guitar. It is from the s,
in good playing condition and sounds very nice Structurally, this guitar is solid. The neck is true
and frets are in good shape. There is a very minor hairline crack in the back of the guitar
approx. Also on the back, there?? On the front of the headstock there are cracks around the
string tuner stems looks like someone The Bridge is very nice PAF sounding pickup. It had to
be routed so the pick guard has a crack around it as well This vintage piece has been
customized a time or two so it's a true one-of-a-kind. The original red finish on the body was
stripped away and it got a nice coat of white lacquer. It was done long enough ago that it has
aged quite nicely itself. If you didn't see the red All original with original case. Common are the
cherry and walnut finishes, but rarely will you come across a Deluxe in this beautiful color. It
also has the block inlays, bigsby style tremolo, and the embossed pickup covers. Another thing
that makes this rare guitar stand out from the rest is that it is in near mint condition for it??

Gibson Les Paul Custom in Ebony. Allparts Gibson EB 3 Bridge pickup 6 7k. A revolutionary
instrument, the model combines a thin 17" wide carved archtop body, with a short scale 23 5"
neck. This example dates from , and features a rounded Venetian cutaway as seen in the
model's initial iteration This guitar falls squarely into the "player grade" category. The neck had
been previously broken This awesome instrument is a rock-god! It has been around and picked
up some "road character" shall we say lol. It does play and all the knobs, the switch, and both
pickups work. One of the knobs is a little bent, all of them are a little "crackley ". The back plate
was M I. Old Gibson L Had some damage in the past around where the neck meets the body that
was professionally repaired. Does not affect playability or sound. Nice action. Excellent Vintage
Instrument. Case is vintage Guild case. Sold in used condition. This pickup is off of a Gibson
Console Grande that has a 8 string fret board and a 7 string fret board I purchased this Gibson
console as a basket case The person I bought it from ordered two 8 string pickups from Lollor
pickups USA in I ordered a 7 string pickup from Lollor pickups and put it on the 7 string fret
board That is the reason I am selling this pickup It is in excellent condition. See pictures Ask
any questions before buying The Victory features two standard humbuckers as well as a
stacked center humbucker all of which can be coil tapped for PAF or Single Coil tones. Due to
its superior mass and density characteristics, the MVX has a brilliant sustaining tone. The neck
is thin and fast, plays like butter. This is a great all around guitar. You know sometime you find
a great guitar but if it just had?? Well here is a guitar that you won?? This guitar really has it all.
Made in Gibson?? I love light guitars because they have tone for days and overtones at the
asking. Tons of light scratches, dings, dongs, finish chips and bumps. No neck problems or
repairs that I can detect. This is a heavily used guitar. After playing it a bit I understand why. It
plays and sounds spectacular! It has a set of newer Gibson stamped Humbuckers installed. The
neck is great. Very straight and set This Guitar was previously listed as a B I had a person that
knew this Guitar tell me it was a Another person looked at the serial number and told me it is a
Full disclosure I am listing it as a and posting a pic of the serial number. If your interested do
your research and decide. Guitar serial number or my research online the first number is the
year I have owned this for about 10 years. There is fading on the dial plate, so a serial number
isn't shown there, it may be on the chassis. But the easiest way to determine the date are the
speakers, which are Jensen, dated the 8th week of This is the model without reverb. There is no
finer sound for blues than this amp. It never overdrives. Soft smooth tone. This model is noted
for it's subtle sound, This is a complete set of Grover Stat-tite nickel G tuners that were used on
many Martin, Gibson, Vega , Epiphone and other upper line guitars from 's's. All tuners are in
very good condition. All thin seam scalloped buttons are all original and are in good condition.
Mounting holes are 1 inch apart. Satisfaction is fully guaranteed minus return shipping. Please
see my A short time ago, an Ebay offered to buy outside of Ebay. That member was reported.
This protects me and you! Original pots were checked, pickup, original tuners and hardware.
Plays like any great vintage slab-body of the 's. The pickup is great, includes the original
whammy Tiny water mark on the lower left, barely visible. Serial number Professional luthier Bill
Barney, Louisville, KY went over this piece of history and set it up beautifully. It plays perfectly.
She is a small body but has a great overall sound. Some dings and a little fret board wear that
does not affect playability. It will come bubble wrapped in the MBT hard case pictured. You will
This is one of the most coveted and desirable Gibson amps ever made and this one is an
absolute tone monster. The GAV, unlike the more common GA, adds an amazing stereo vibrato,
which is similar to the swirling vibrato effect of a Magnatone rich and vibey The original Jensen
P12Q speakers sound amazing and work perfectly. All the tubes are vintage, it Gibson Sunburst
B Acoustic Guitar. This guitar needs repair work. It has had cracks repaired near bridge
professionally, there are cracks that are not repaired on the top near the neck that are not
expanding and guitar top is still sturdy. There is a buzzing coming from the bridge, which I
assume is because of the adjustable saddle. Still has rosewood saddle, original tuners, original
Cherry finish. Guitar has laquer check on back, sides, and neck. Cherry finish is Comes with
OHSC. See photos for overall condition. Considering this is 50 years old, the condition is what
you would expect. It has some wear, minor finish cracks, tarnishing, checking, Early version
Gibson GA tube amp in very good condition. Recent complete service. Re-stuff and dipped all
Sprague capacitors in beeswax. Painstaking job, but beautifully done to keep original vintage
look. Pots and jacks cleaned, installed a 10 feet 3-prong cable and genuine leather handle. This
amp sounds fantastic, much like the old The Gears are excellent, no backlash or play, they ALL
still turn tight - even without string tension, and of coarse - this means you should have no
tuning The Plastic Keys are extremely Fragile, so don't expect to use them without replacing the
Plastic Keys. If any any of the plastic Keys break between now and when you receive them,
please understand as it just cannot be helped when they are shrunk and fragile, though I will do
Up for auction is a vintage Gibson ES5 triple pickup guitar in a sunburst finish. It is in MINT

condition. It is like a time capsule. This guitar is Museum grade!! The condition is unbelievable. I
have the original Lifton case as well for an additional cost. The Custom Shop case was bought
to preserve the original case which is also in nearly perfect condition. Guitar weighs Vintage
Gibson 's Toggle Switch Tip Genuine - not Reproduction This is the real deal genuine vintage In
great condition, no wear or cracks, just naturally aged for over 60 years old If you should have
any questions please ask any and all questions before bidding Item sold as is, no returns
Please see other my other eBay listings for other tools and parts Thank you for looking! Vintage
Gibson 's Nylon Saddles for ABR-1 Bridge Genuine Vintage Gibson not Reproduction - these
are the real deal genuine vintage If you should have any questions please ask any and all
questions before bidding Item sold as is, no returns Please see other my other eBay listings for
other tools and parts Thank you for looking! Vintage Gibson Kluson Deluxe Strip Tuners Single
Line All Original Matched Set As is common with most these Tuners of this vintage, all the
Plastic Keys are shrunk or gone The Gears are good, minimal backlash or play - even without
string tension, and even better with string tension, and of coarse - this means you should have
no tuning issues at all related to this set of Tuners No bent Shafts on any of the Tuners Key
Shafts There is tarnish and rust Gibson J Acoustic Guitar Very used condition. Has several
cracks and a hole. I was only able to upload 12 pictures so if you need more please let me know.
Case is also in very bad shape. Serial number is Please review all pictures and message me for
more pictures or any info , this isn't my expertise but I'm here to help! This guitar has seen
many many miles. Guitar will need repairs. I bought in the current condition. The only thing that
was added since I have owned is a new pickguard. This guitar has low action and has great
tone! It records really well! It is still in the original finish although the finish isn't pretty. The
guitar still plays well even though there sre some repairs it could use. First cosmetically the
guitar had Here is a real oddity. This is a validation form used in the manufacture of the Gibson
SG model guitar. It has control placement, pick guard and pick-up locations routered into
Amazing jazz guitar they don?? I believe the back was refinned unfortunately. Pick guard is not
original, everything else is original. Sounds fantastic plays smooth and easy. This is rare
because you don?? Includes bar, finger picks, vintage empty Gibson string box, tuner, two new
modern sets of strings Everything original but tuners You get all you see here. Check out our
site for vintage everything for sale. Vintage Centralab k audio taper volume pot. Good
shapePlease ask all questions Nice original set two tone and two volume - The tone pots have a
clipped outer terminalon each pot as you can see in the photos. Gibson did this on nearly all of
their humbucking equipped guitars Please ask all questions Vintage Centralab split shaft 1 meg
audio taper potAll 3 terminals so it can be used anywhere. Good tolerances and turns smoothly
Nice shape- I have many more potsand vintage parts available so please check my other
listings. Please ask all questions Vintage Centralab split shaft k audio taper potAll 3 terminals
so it can be used anywhere. The volume pot the one with all three terminals has drifted a bit as
you can see in the photos Please ask all questions Vintage Centralab split shaft k audio taper
potentiometers. Codes are so 50th week of One volume pot and one tone pot tone pot has a
clipped terminal -Gibson norm Both pots turn smoothly and have good tolerances Perfect for
your Gibson with k pots Please ask all questions No speakers included. Some cosmetic wear to
be expected. Great for your homebrew project or just use it as a speaker cabinet No Shipping.
Epiphone Gibson, Les Paul Model Here is a nice electric guitar up for auction Please view all
photos as this is what you will be receiving, along with the hard carrying case to the winning
auction Please see the photo that shows a scratch on the back side of guitar I am not sure if this
can be buffed out, but it does not look like it is deep at all. I dont know much about this
particular guitar. I believe its the Les Paul Standard Epiphone's recreation of the rare My mother
handed down this guitar to me without much prior knowledge. She bought it new at a guitar
store in Minnesota in The serial no. Although, we all now how the internet could be deceiving,
so take that information with a grain of salt. The number inside the body is , Gibson l6s electric
guitar vintage blond finish. Any cracks shown are in the finish. Frets are not groved but worn
evenly. Frame around pickup is cracked. Nut and area near cover of thrust bar have minor
damage. One grover tuner has been replaced. See photos showing described damage. No case.
Would prefer buyer pick up but will ship bubble wrapped without case No Returns. Happy
Bidding! Condition is "Used" and in mint condition if serious ask for better pics , positive feed
back on all my stuff , look up Don Carr Gibson L5 sweet water on YouTube and see the actual
guitar being played, thanks for looking!! Just received this back from being repaired. Ready to
play or put up for display. Original case is included This one owner Les Paul Junior is in really
great shape for a nearly 60 year old instrument Just back from the shop, this guitar has been
gone over from top to bottom and is in perfect playing condition. Frets have been buffed and
have lots of life left. Pickup output measured at 7k. Features the original wrap-around bridge. At
some point, the original tuners were replaced. While this guitar was being gone over by our

tech, we had the Gibson Lap Steel Guitar Gibson Chet Atkins Electric Guitar. Serial - Beautiful
original finish, used but never abused. The bridge has a built in pickup, and the output is a
phone jack attached by a metal clip to the end pin, ,,No pickguard. Free shipping in the
continental US, all others pay actual shipping cost. Good luck, and happy bidding! Thank you
for looking! A The top volume knob and left tone knob "work" The volume had to be turned up
to 10 for music to be heard anything below that and the music would not come out and then the
left tone knob worked. Sounds amazing and has Gibson masterbuilt strings. Original tremolo
from that year. Hold tune perfectly and is very adjustable. Has small chip on the back side of
lower body. Also has a wood electronic cover instead of plastic from Gibson. If u love metal this
is the Everest of guitars. This guitar belonged to my late dad and, as far as I know, he was the
original owner as it was always around the house as I was growing up. I have had these stored
away for years. Just tested them on a multimeter and both ohm-out within tolerance Vintage
Gibson BR-6 Lap steel s with original case. I am no expert musician, but everything appears to
be in working condition, plays beautifully. Has chips on edges of headstock. Has crazing on
wood throughout guitar from age. All parts seem to original other than the tuners and pickup.
Has holes on headstock from the old tuners. Has holes on bottom and side of body and one
next to top pickup as well, might have been from pickguard and tailpiece that were Gibson
stopped using orange labels after Guitar has had body cracks professionally repaired. One nick
in body See photo rest of body in good shape. Cool spiderweb cracking in top finish. New Tusq
nut installed. Original frets in excellent condition. Original nut and case included. Will put truss
rod cover on. Condition is "Used" All repairs done in. Dallas TX buy. Gibson certified repair
man. The box. And case is 54x 18 x6. USA lower 48 only ill ship it with usps fedx or ups i play
guitar and when i play bass i p[ay a 5 string so it only gets played at home and is always kept in
the case my brother found the orignal case ill post the picture when he sends it to me
Dispatched with Royal Mail 2nd Class. Immaculate condition Peerless Gigmaster Jazz I read up
on lots of forums about which were the best ES copies, and these repeatedly got great reviews
and recommendations. I bought this about 6 months ago and can?? Unfortunately I?? Action is
great, plays super, Wine Red finish with white binding. Bounded Tiger flame maple top, back
and sides with bounded f-holes Bounded 3-piece solid maple neck, rosewood fingerboard,
abalone dot inlay and bone nut Nashville tune-o-matic bridge and rosewood base with custom
rosewood and pearl inlaid tailpiece and bounded red tortoise pick guard The overall condition is
very good, please see photos for a couple of small surface scratches. Neck feels great and the
guitar sounds great acoustically as well as plugged in. Comes with a hardcase, though not the
original The ES evolved out of the ES in and was produced until Upon its reintroduction in , the
ES changed in a number of ways including a wider body, a new P pickup, and trapezoid inlays.
There are fret position markers along the edge of the fingerboard to aid accuracy This is the real
deal! Vintage Gibson SG deluxe. Great balance due to Bigsby, not neck heavy at all. Warm rich
humbuckers and all original as far as I know. I have small hands and the neck suits me
perfectly. If you want a large neck with high profile frets this one is probably not for Gibson 'The
Paul' Nashville built. A genuine ,original and rare classic. Excellent condition for its age , still
has protective film on rear cover! All in working order. Coming up for its 42nd birthday! This
guitar will only ever go up in value Comes with gig bag type case Gibson EB 5 string bass with
hard case, both in perfect condition. The body is natural ash, it has a maple neck with rosewood
fretboard and an imitation tortoiseshell pickguard. The Babicz bridge is high-quality and the
pick-ups can be used either as humbuckers or the volume pots can be pulled out to make them
single-coil The serial number and date stamp identify the manufacture as although they were
only released in limited numbers by Gibson in , when I obtained mine from a He used it as a
student chaplain in classes and campfires in the 60s and 70s, years of social and political
turmoil throughout the southern United States In an atmosphere of turmoil over civil rights,
integrated black-white schooling, the Vietnam war, the fight for Sadly starting to let go of my
collection. For more information, feel free to send me a message Neck straight and frets very
good. It plays perfectly and has a lovely rich tone from the mahogany back and sides. I think it's
a spruce top. The neck and headstock are also mahogany but I'm not sure what the bridge and
fret board are made from. I've included photos for you to see. For such an old guitar it has aged
very well with very few scratches or dinks, just the usual Der Amp und das eingebaute Tremolo
funktionieren einwandfrei. Hi eBayers Here for sale is my totally original Les Paul Special No
cracks, breaks or repairs, no touch ups to the original finish, all parts and frets original This is
the one i have owned and played for years coolest special in tv yellow with the single cut.
Gewicht ca. Sehen Sie sich bitte hierzu die Fotos an. Sie sind Bestandteil der
Auktionsbedingungen. Gerne Abholung oder Versand bei Used in the late 60s and early 70s
before they changed to metal saddles. See my other Gibson bass parts. Good condition, perfect
for your EB bass restoration Superb condition. Serial number in the range. One piece mahogany

body. Transitional neck tenon. No headstock or heel breaks. Never had Grovers or other tuners
fitted. Nice weight. Not too heavy. Original frets have lots of life left. Original case. Cash on
collection only please. No PayPal Best condition you have seen for a long time. No chips etc all
oryginal and working all matching numbers. Had it for over 10 years never been abused. Comes
with a hard case. No postage. You have to come touch etc. No silly offers Gibson is still
producing Ps, and there are outside companies that manufacture replacement versions This
guitar is in fantastic condition for a 43 year old instrument The overall wear is light with a lovely
patina to the bodywork The Ebony fingerboard and frets are in good condition All electronics
work faultlessly This guitar is a joy to play There has been no repairs to this guitar The guitar
comes with an original Gibson chainsaw case. Can get it signed if requested Model number. Pr
Serial number. Collection only from Coventry home of two-tone Any questions please call In
vendita la mia adorata Les Paul Standard del Come sapretre, si tratta del primo anno di
reintroduzione ufficiale del modello Standard, dismesso nel gli strumenti di quel periodo
costano un capitale vero. Si differenzia dalle Les Paul precedenti per l?? Tasti perfetti e originali
manico da cinema. Suonata evidentemente molto Known as the "Chris Isaak" model, thanks to
his actual true playing of this great model Blue Hotel. According to the previous owner this
beautiful and complete set of Kluson Single Line Double Ring tuners came off of an original
Gibson ES he once had All tuners are in good working condition and a pretty good condition
overall, same goes for the screws and ferrules. Ask all I am doing some fall cleaning and
shaking loose some cool vintage Gibson parts, so please check out all my auctions Up for
grabs is an original late 50s jack plate for a Les Paul. Has some red staining on back at screw
holes so I assume this came off a real burst. Has one small stable crack at screw hole These are
getting harder to find. I am very, very reluctantly selling my Epiphone Cortez in Cherry
Sunburst. I'm only selling this due to my rather expensive MacBook that I use for recording
getting stolen. So, I have no option if I want to record more music. Here' a little bit about this
instrument. I will upload more pics in a few days as I'm currently on tour in Germany
Kalamazoo, Michigan made?? Gibson Les Paul custom Condition is "Used" I?? The original
owner told me he had swapped out the neck pickup for a Gibson 57 classic but apart from that
the guitar is completely original. There are no neck breaks, the frets still have life left in them,
there is some age related lacquer checking which I personally think Vintage Electra Outlaw X
MPC Bass Basso della fine degli anni 70 completo e con custodia originale In finitura tabacco
sunburst Oggetto molto particolare dotato di effetti interni con controlli sulla parte frontale
Reso famoso da Chris Squire Completo di tre effetti: Octaver, Phase shifter e Filter follower
Veramente introvabile Gibson Les Paul Deluxe Si votre jeu est bluesy, alors le son de cette
guitare vous semblera juste fabuleux! Includes the strap shown in photo! Please ask for photos
if you have any questions, I'll be happy to oblige! Check it out on Youtube with search words
Originally cherry red, but refinished to black Period correct pat no pickups The guitar looks ugly
but plays perfectly well with good intonation and low action. And of course it has that 'golden
era' gibson tone check out the videos Due to many provocative questions i will make it clear,
that although the guitar may have some cosmatic issues, i still wont be letting this go for
peanuts i''m afraid?? Has original hex bolt, however washer looks unoriginal. It is the first type
with the plated worm gear. Works perfectly, with lots of genuine play wear and mojo. Perfect if
you are missing one for a restoration project. Please see my other items for sale Will be sent
Royal Mail 2nd Class signed for Marauder guitars have a regular-sized humbucker pickup in the
neck position and a small humbucker Gold Top finish. Mahogany body and three piece Maple
neck. The nut width is 44mm. The guitar weighs in at 9 6 lbs or 4 36 Kg The pickups have been
changed to DiMarzio?? Overall condition is good and it is structurally intact. The guitar comes
with a Gibson Protector case. Se hai dubbi o domande, ti invitiamo a contattarci 3 humbucker Di
MarzioLa spedizione viene effettuata in pacchi protetti ovunque in Francia. Very nice vintage
electro-acoustic from Gibson. Great sounding guitar with classic tones. The guitar was recently
fully serviced, so it works and plays fantastic. Comes with an 80's hard case. Please contact me
for EU shipping as there might be slight delays for some destinations, but sure can work
something out On peut encore voir la finition rouge au dos principalement. Une EB 2 avec un
look Goldtop! Zustand: "Gebraucht ". Kein Fernost Nachbau. Sehr selten, werden auch kaum
zumVerkauf angeboten Da es nie im angebotenen Gibson-Ersatzteilsortimentwar Very sweet,
warm, dry and woody tone, as you?? Performs equally well with a flatpick or fingerpicked.
These arebecoming harder to find and, as you?? Plays really easily with recent setup by luthier
Daniel Hoban. Loose back braces reglued, new nut and saddle. The guitar has been re-fretted
relatively recently so it plays well and holds its tune. The neck A beautifully clean Gibson ES
Stereo model featuring the highly coveted mickey mouse ear horns, 2 sealed 'Patent Number'
humbuckers, gold hardware, ABR-1 bridge, double line Kluson tuners, and original hard shell
case. The wiring has been professionally converted from stereo to mono, and the original

vibrato removed in favour of a period stop tailpiece. Condition is very good overall with minimal
playwear, minor finish checking, and only a handful of minor finish dints Included is Guarantee
The guarantee covers Any material or manufacturing defectrecognised by us If you left us a
positive feedback on ebay, you will get 5 years gurantee from the date of purchase Free return.
We pay return shipping fee when the product is defective Shipping Ship to worldwide from
Japan We pack items carefully with The paint was removed from the back of the neck, as it
wasn't original, and differed in colour from the original paint on the body. I am selling my
beloved Black Gibson Ripper bass after having her for the last 11 years. Anyway, I used to play
in bands years ago, and she is just sitting there needing a new home, the strings are relatively
new and all the Gibson les paul deluxe goldtop, in great condition all original with case , only
thing not original is the tuning pegs, I'm selling this for my good friend Chris Finnen A very nice
gibson catalog and price list UK Price includes shipping in Australia I have owned for 20 years
or so. There is a small ding in the back that I have tried to photograph, it's about 1cm in size.
There is another small chip in the back of the headstock. Apart from that the guitar looks and
plays beautifully. For Sale - Candy Apple Red Gibson Victory Standard Bass guitar in original
case Showing all the signs of a guitar born of the s, although been safely in it's case for the last
25 years. Minor cosmetic scrapes on the body, not much else. The case has seen better days on
the outside, but is sold and functional, and part of the original buy Part of Australia's rock
history, this bass still sounds and plays amazingly. Or just looks awesome hanging Reluctantly
Selling my '95 Les Paul Deluxe 5-String I've owned since Bartolini active pickups, Grover
machine heads In Good condition for her age, pictures showing a few chips from normal gig
use. Comes with Genuine Case PM me any more details Vintage s Epiphone Acoustic guitar by
Gibson this guitar is very nice to play cant find any info on this one its got Japan on it as well
beautiful guitar for that collection can post at buyers expense Natural relic. Mojo, mojo, mojo!
New pots, bridge is time correct but not original Everything else is original as far as I am aware.
Please do your own research about these guitar specs. One of the knobs is cracked but works.
This is a beautiful guitar showing signs of being played a lot. Original case in great condition.
Feel free to ask any questions or come over to have a play Description:The triumphant return of
the iconic Flying V shape from Gibson. Designed as a "new generation rock n roll dream
machine " , they have a sleeker look and more modern feel designed for the 80's aesthetic.
Alder body with a "fast action" maple neck and rosewood fingerboard, it weighs a solid 4kg's.
Loaded with the factory three point "Top Adjust" bridge, stop bar tailpiece and a pair of Dirty
Fingers humbuckers. Great overall condition with only a few signs of use. Some small This
guitar is almost all original. We say 'almost' because the bridge pickup has been replaced and it
has a different case but if you're a completest then the owner still has the original pickup and
case if you so desire This archtop still plays beautifully, and the P90s sound clean as glass, but
will drive a valve amp through to buttery caramel crunch easily This is a pre-loved guitar, and
has the usual There are small scratches or paint peeling and dent, but not noticeable much, in a
very good condition Please see pics for reference [State] The item has been maintained by
technical staff. International Buyers - Please Note: Import duties, taxes and charges are not
included in the item price or shipping charges. These charges are the buyer's responsibility.
These charges are normally collected by the delivering freight shipping company or when you
pick the item up - do not confuse them for additional shipping charges. We do Gibson Explorer
Item Description Used Overall condition is good Please contact us if you have any questions
about parts, condition and so on. All original with no breaks, cracks or repairs. Has two original
double white Tim Shaw humbuckers. Neck is straight. Frets have some even wear but plenty of
life left. Weighs in at 4 01 kg?? Any questions please ask! Gorgeous near mint Gibson ES T
electric guitar. Original Gibson hard shell case. As for now, Gibson Les Paul Standard Item
Description Used Overall condition is good Please contact us if you have any questions about
parts, condition and so on. We pay return shipping fee when the product is defective Shipping
Ship to worldwide from Japan We pack items carefully Gibson issued regular promotional
material for it's products: catalogues every two years or so, dealer handouts, advertisements in
guitar magazines, and Gibson's own magazines Gibson Gazette and Gibson Backstage Pass.
Some publications were 'full-line' containing Gibson's entire product range. Others were
segment, or even model-specific. Most of Gibson's guitars, basses and amplifiers are included
amongst the pages of these catalogues, and many variations within a model can be tracked
from catalogue to catalogue, both in the pictures, but also in the included specifications. The
majority of these brochures state that materials and specifications could be changed without
notice, so the information within, whilst generally accurate can not be regarded as absolute.
Gibson produced it's literature for the US guitar-buying market, but in the rest of the world, it
was the responsibility of the overseas distributor, Selmer then Rosetti in the UK, Monzino in
Italy etc. Gibson guitars often appeared in leaflets and brochures printed by these companies.

This was a time of innovation at Gibson and although the catalogue did not contain all of the
new guitars of , it did include two new-legendary designs, the ESTD and Flying V guitars aswell as the EB2 bass. The solid body and thinline ranges were expanding significantly at this
time. The new Firebird guitar and Thunderbird bass were announced in mid Specification sheets
for each model four guitars and two basses were produced by Gibson to accompany the
instruments launch. Yet again, new yet soon-to-be classic guitars were included in the form of
Firebird guitars, and Thunderbird basses. Towards the end of the s, Gibson was running into a
number of financial, managerial and production issues; ultimately culminating in parent
company CMI giving way to Norlin in December New models were thin on the ground at this
time, although there was much fanfare for the new reissued Les Paul guitars. Published by new
owners Norlin, in early For this catalogue, they changed from the usual approach of offering full
line catalogues and published a series of pamphlets each around pages long containing just a
small segment of the range. Naturally this reduced overall costs, as potential customers would
only take the brochures featuring the instruments relevant to them, but it also allowed easy
revision of certain segments as the instruments available changed. Titles included: solid
bodies, thinlines, Les Pauls, basses, banjos, electric acoustics, carved top acoustics,
mandolins, flattops, string flattops and classic guitars. Note the new 'foliage' motif, used
throughout the s being used here for the first time. The Gibson 'guitar of the month' showcase
series of brochures published in provide a detailed look at some of Gibson's higher end models
- each is a single sheet folded down to four panels. Once again the catalogue is split into
smaller brochures highlighting different segments of Gibson's instruments. In , several new
models were added to the range - Gibson reissued some of the brochures with additional pages
to cover the new guitars: the G-3 bass, and S-1 guitar. The Gibson catalogue was the first
full-line catalogue of the Norlin period. Summer saw the release of 10 Gibson 'pre-owners
manuals' - actually mini folders with loose-leaf inserts, one for each model. Each manual
represented one segment of the Gibson line. At this time, Rosetti took over distribution of the
Gibson line in the UK, and produced their first Gibson guitar catalogue at the tail end of the
year. In '82 Gibson produced a number of single sheet flyers, typically with one or more folded
panels with extra details. Some of these flyers were also placed as advertisements minus the
fold out panel in Guitar Player and similar magazines. Only the front panels are shown here click to see the full flyer. Need the value of your guitar? Contact info vintageguitarandbass.
Guitars and Parts for Sale Gibson guitars on Reverb. Vintage Gibsons for Sale. Gibson Guitar
Parts. Left Handed Gibsons for Sale. Vintage Guitar Valuation. Our Vintage Picks. Out Now
Vintage Guitar price guide Need the value of your guitar? Related Forum Posts create new post.
Latest Forum Posts create a new post. Gibson guitar catalogs for sale. Vintage Gibson Catalog
Item is in Great condition with very little signs of use or age and is a cool opportunity for any
vintage Gibson acoustic CollectorDo not miss out as this item will not last longNOS and
uncirculated but was Stamped by an old original Gibson Dealer. These were found in their back
stock years after the store closed down Accoring To the "vintageguitarandbass" Website which
is one of our favorites this was "Published by new owners Norlin, in early For this Over the
years I've acquired many music related pieces. The time has come to sell all the gems that The
time has come to sell all the gems that I Enlarge the pictures for better detail All the items I list
are from my personal collection. The time has come to sell all the gems that I have acquired and
kept in pristine condition over the years. Rather than keep these things unused in Rather than
keep these things unused in boxes or on This wonderful original catalog of Gibson musical
instruments is brand new having been stored in a file cabinet for years. It is in pristine condition
with no writing or folded pages and looks to have never been opened. Pictured with it is a
contemporary totally original sg junior from The time has come to sell all the gems that I have
acquired and kept in Rather than keep these things unused in boxes or on shelves, I've realized
that Vintage Gibson Catalog Item is in Great condition with very little signs of use or age and is
a cool opportunity for any vintage Gibson 12 String CollectorDo not miss out as this item will
not last longNOS and uncirculated but was Stamped by an old original Gibson Dealer. More
vintage Gibson literature at guitarandbassparts. There are 0 comments on this page so far. Add
your comment. Comment on this article. Email address. Your comments. Anti-spam question to catch web robots How many legs does a tripod have? Subscribe to our mailing list.
Rose-Morris were selling Shaftesbury-branded Rickenbacker copy instruments from the late s
right through the s. The bass was one of the first models, alongside the six string and twelve
string available from late until about The earliest incarnation was a set neck bass, produced
very briefly in Japan. But production quickly moved to Italy. This bolt-on neck example was built
by Eko, in Recanati, using the same hardware and pickups as fitted to Eko, and Vox basses built
around the same time. It's certainly a fine looking bass, and not a bad player either. This very
early, and pretty rare British-built guitar is branded Hohner London. Hohner were, of course, a

German company, better known for their harmonicas and accordions, but they were keenly
expanding into guitars at the birth of the s. This model, along with the Hohner Amazon and
particularly the Hohner Holborn, bear some similarity with Vox guitars of the same period;
furniture manufacturer Stuart Darkins constructed bodies and necks for both brands, with
Fenton Weill assembling them using their hardware and pickups. These guitars do have some
hardware peculiarities, and they are not the most adjustable of instruments, but they actually
play very nicely, being solidly built out of some very nice woods. Check out the video on this
page. It was broadly modelled on the Fender Stratocaster, and a sibling model to the
dual-pickup Vox Ace. Both the Ace, and Super Ace along with several other models , were
redesigned in with a new body shape, headstock style, and pickup layout - only increasing the
resemblance to the aforementioned Fender. It's a pretty nice playing guitar with some lovely
sounds - check out the videos on this page, and in the Vintage Guitar and Bass supporting
members area. It was made by JMI in England, for the British market, and unlike the majority of
other models, didn't have an Italian-made equivalent. But the New Escort wasn't a slavish
Fender copy, adding Vox's stylish teardrop headstock to the tele-style body, with a stop
tailpiece and two Vox V2 single coil pickups. And it's a pretty substantial, and nice playing
guitar, with a very comfortable neck. Check out the images, specifications, and watch a video of
it in action. There is also extra content in the vintageguitarandbass supporting members area.
Catalog scan. The Fender Lovin' Care catalog consisted of 48 pages of electric guitars, basses,
amplifiers, steel guitars, acoustic guitars, banjos and keyboards. Like the previous catalog, this
featured the company's guitars in a variety of interesting settings around California, from the
Whiskey-A-Go-Go, to the Hollywood Bowl. Several instruments were making their first
appearance amongst it's pages: the Telecaster bass, Montego and LTD jazz guitars, and the
Redondo acoustic. The Eko Ranger series of guitars was incredibly popular in the second half
of the s and through the s, selling in very large numbers. Not a bad guitar; a little quiet, but
pretty playable. These were great value in , and because they sold so many, they are easy to
find and excellent value today. It was the Vox equivalent to the Fender Precision bass, and was
one of the most expensive Vox guitars produced. It was actually a great playing bass, rather
similar to the Precision in feel and sound, but was probably just too expensive compared to an
actual Fender and consequently sold poorly. When Vox hit financial problems in , unsold
guitars and basses were passed on to Dallas Arbiter, who briefly sold the excess Symphonic
bass stock as model This bass, although with a neck date of February , was most likely one of
the unsold Vox guitars sold on by Dallas Arbiter. Check out the bass, and the two video demos
through s Ampeg and WEM amplifiers. The Shaftesbury 'Electric Guitars' catalog was just four
pages long, and contained four guitar models: the six string Barney Kessel-style ; and three
Rickenbacker-styled semi-acoustic models: the six-string , the twelve string and the bass.
Shaftesbury was the house-brand of major UK distributor Rose-Morris , and seems to have been
launched as a response to the company's loss of it's distribution deal with Rickenbacker. The
guitars were mid-priced, and built in initially Japan, and later Italy, by Eko. It featured 6 electric
guitars, 32 acoustic guitars, 3 basses and 1 steel guitar. The sixteen-page Rose-Morris catalog
featured electric guitars by Rose-Morris' own brand, Shaftesbury, and budget brand Top
Twenty; aswell as acoustics by Eko, Aria, and for the first time Ovation. A detailed look at an
early s Fender Precision bass guitar in custom black finish, with rosewood fretboard. The
Fender Precision had been shipping since at least very early - with just one re-design circa This
example, then, shows a model already two decades old, but barely changed since the '57
revamp. Fender got it right first time around, and although there are numerous minor cosmetic
differences, the essence of this bass is effectively the same as it was in ' a simple, single pickup
instrument with a GREAT sound. Check out the demo video through an old Ampeg B It's no
wonder this is the bass that everybody wants! The Vox Stroller was the brand's entry level
electric solid body guitar, fitted with just one pickup and a fixed tailpiece. Although aimed at
student guitarists, it wasn't a terrible instrument, but did lack somewhat in adjustability, having
no accessible truss rod and only a floating rosewood bridge. JMI ceased UK guitar production
in late '67, and combined with decreasing demand for the Stroller, this surely must be one of the
last examples shipped. This is a lightweight bass, short 30" scale and very easy to play. It is an
early example, and as such has a thin black scratchplate and side mounted, coaxial output jack.
Production numbers are unclear, but left-handed examples rarely come up for sale. Not to be
confused with the Gibson ES Artist launched by Gibson in ; this ES Artist was an early model
designed by the Gibson research and development team in Kalamazoo in , the instruments
themselves constructed by Gibson artist Chuck Burge. It was planned for launch as a high end
semi acoustic with style construction central maple block and innovative circuitry - but was
pulled at the last minute, being deemed too expensive. Apparently, several examples were
produced with varying specifications, though exactly how many actually left the Kalamazoo

plant is unclear. Certainly two guitars were sold to LaVonne Music by Gibson in around Read
more about the development of this guitar, with details from Chuck Burge and the story of it's
sale to LaVonne music. By the early sixties the carved top was replaced with a laminate, and
although still a very fine guitar, the earlier carved top examples, with frondose headstock like
the example shown here are far more highly prized amongst musicians and vintage guitar
collectors. The Gretsch Chet Atkins Tennessean, or model was Gretsch's best selling hollow
body of the s. This wonderfully faded example from was originally Dark Cherry Red, but has
turned a mid-orange brown. The original color, however, can be seen underneath the pickup
surrounds. Nickel plated Gretsch Bigsby tailpiece. The Gretsch catalog, or catalog 32, featured
10 hollow body electric guitars, including the newly launched Gretsch Viking; four solid body
electrics, including the Astro Jet - making it's only catalog appearance; just one bass, the single
pickup PX; nine acoustics and 12 tube amplifiers. Pride of place went to the Chet Atkins
Country Gentleman that adorned both the front and back covers. Guitar Repair: fixing fret buzz
and sharp fret ends. Loose frets are especially problematic in certain old guitars, but are
generally very easy to fix. You'll be amazed at the difference you can make with just a few tools,
a bit of knowledge, and a little time. Fixing loose frets can eliminate fret buzz, remove sharp fret
ends, and greatly improve the tone of any guitar. If your luthier bill will be greater than the value
of your guitar, definitely time to have a go yourself! This eight page 'worlds fastest playing neck'
catalog, printed in two-colors contained six solid body electrics, three solid body basses, two
electric acoustic guitars, two electric acoustic basses and five acoustics. The President was a
hollow body electric acoustic, available as a full body or thinline, and with blonde or brunette
finish. It was a great playing guitar that sold fairly well in the second half of the s, throughout
the s, and into the very early s. The example shown here is a full-body depth guitar in blonde and as a guitar, one of the last to feature the rounded Venetian cutaway. From late until , the
President sported a sharp Florentine cut. Naturally, such an electric acoustic suggests jazz and
blues, but many of the original British Hofner President players were part of the rock 'n roll,
skiffle and beat scenes of the late 50s and early 60s. As well as keyboards and pedal steels, this
catalog contains seven guitars, three basses and ten amplifiers - from student guitars such as
the Musicmaster and Duotone to professional models like the new Jaguar. The newly designed
Les Paul Recording guitar was released in , in many ways as an updated version of the Les Paul
Professional that had debuted two years earlier in The new guitar came with a new owners
manual explaining the somewhat complicated controls, their operation, and giving other
specifications, including recommended strings, action and control settings. Functionally, these
basses were very similar, although the Triumph did offer low and high impedance operation,
without the need for a transformer cable. This owners manual details the basses specifications,
suggests a string set, recommended action, and suggests a series of tonal settings for rock,
country and solo bass playing. In the middle of , Rosetti took over distribution of the Gibson
line in the UK. Rosetti were a very big name in Britain, having distributed Epiphone since at
least , as well as Hagstrom and others. Some of these models were so short-lived that they were
actually never included in US brochures. The cover image reproduced in part here showed
some of the earliest demonstration models, including a Victory with a highly unusual white
scratchplate. The Gibson Victory MV, or 'Multi-Voice' guitars had very wide tonal palettes; with
coil-tapped humbuckers they could produce typical Gibson tones, but were also designed to
'out-Fender' Fender. Two models were launched in the summer of Whilst the MVX, was
designed to do everything a Stratocaster could do, the MVII was 'primarily for the discerning
country player' - placing it squarely against the Telecaster. Gibson produced a series of single
sheet flyers in , promoting some of their newer models Victory bass and Multi-Voice guitars ,
Chet Atkins Classic Electric and the already best-selling Sonex Deluxe , and a few classic
reissues 30th anniversary Les Paul Standard and Heritage Flying V - all of which were received
with some applause at the Atlanta NAMM show. These flyers all contained one or more
side-panel, that folded out with model specifications, but were also designed to be reproduced
in guitar magazines of the time without the extra fold out. As an entry level model it was very
light, fitted with the most basic components, and not made of the most select woods, but it's
unique styling, low price and easy playability made for a relatively popular guitar. Initially there
were two guitar models, the single pickup Clubman I and dual pickup Clubman II, and a
companion Clu
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bman bass - check them out in the Vox catalogue. The guitar was redesigned in the middle of ,
getting a new Strat-style body, but examples with the older body style were still being shipped

perhaps as early as the start of The Vox Consort was produced in the UK throughout the mid s;
originally modelled on the Fender Jaguar , it was one of JMI's better quality instruments, with
many features not seen on lower-priced guitars. This early example mixed innovative tone
circuitry with Vox's original chrome-covered V1 pickups, for "every possible variation of tone
from bass to sharp brilliance". By the middle of , the model had been redesigned, becoming
less Fender-esque and more Vox - have a look at the redesigned Consort in the Vox catalogue.
There is also a fairly large Gibson section, but it by no means contains all instruments produced
under that brand at the time. Other instruments featured include guitars and basses by
Hagstrom and Futurama , and Brazilian acoustic guitars by Giannini.

